
Footprints on Film 

by 
Howard Ostrom 

"But one false statement was made by Barrymore at the inquest. He said that there were no traces upon the 
ground round the body. He did not observe any. But I did—some little distance off, but fresh and clear." 
     "Footprints?" 
     "Footprints." 
     "A man's or a woman's?" 
     Dr. Mortimer looked strangely at us for an instant, and his voice sank almost to a whisper as he 
answered: 
     "Mr. Holmes, they were the footprints of  a gigantic hound!"  1

 

Given the fact that Sir Arthur Conan Doyle’s novel 
“The Hound of  the Baskervilles” is, more often than 
not, rated highly in polls of  the 100 greatest novels of  
all time, and that the leading character of  that novel, 
Sherlock Holmes, has appeared in more film, TV, 
radio, stage, and internet adaptations than any other 
literary character in history, I’m thinking it might be 
fun to explore the many (and I mean MANY!) filmed 
adaptations of  “The Hound of  the Baskervilles”.  

If  you have read my “Silent Sherlock” series of  essays 
on Sherlock Holmes in silent films you will be familiar 
with the fact that 1914 gave us the first two films from 

the series of  seven related stories known as “Der Hund von Baskerville” series. 1915 
would give us three through six, and 1916 the 
seventh and final of  the series. There is no Dr. Watson in this series. Due to the numerous 
different foreign language names for this German “Hound of  the Baskervilles” film series, 
I will go with the English titles to simplify things a bit. 

 Doyle, A. Conan, “Hound of the Baskervilles” chapter 2 (1902).1



1914 - “The Hound of  the Baskervilles”- Alwin Neuss as Sherlock Holmes. 
Vitascope Pictures (Germany). 

Alwin Neuss 

1914 - “The Isolated House”- Alwin Neuss as Sherlock Holmes. Vitascope Pictures 
(Germany). 

1915 - “How the Hound of  the Baskervilles Returned”- Alwin Neuss as Sherlock 
Holmes. Vitascope Pictures (Germany). 

1915 - “The Uncanny Room”- Alwin Neuss as Sherlock Holmes. Vitascope Pictures 
(Germany). 

1915 - “The Dark Castle”- Eugen Berg as Sherlock Holmes. Vitascope Pictures 
(Germany). 

Eugen Berg 



1915 - “Dr. MacDonald’s Sanitarium”- Erich Kaiser-Titz as Sherlock Holmes. 
Vitascope Pictures (Germany). 

1916 - “The House Without Any Windows”- Erich Kaiser-Titz as Sherlock Holmes. 
Vitascope Pictures (Germany). 

Erich Kaiser-Titz 

Below is an ad I’ve found for this series. 

The Hound of  the Baskervilles Magazine Ad (1915) 



Below are reviews and plot summaries from the series. 

"The Hound of  the Baskervilles" - Film Version of  Sir A. Conan Doyle's Novel made by 
Pathe Freres Has Interesting Side. Reviewed by M. I. MacDonald 

“It would be impossible to base a film production on any of  the sensational works of  the 
novelist A. Conan Doyle, without it being in some measure entertaining; nor can the 
excitement prevalent in the adventures of  the detective Sherlock Holmes fail to thrill the 
average human being to the very marrow of  his bones. In choosing "The Hound of  the 
Baskervilles" Pathe Freres can have made no mistake, for even though the film version of  
the story may once in a while miss a cog, or so far presume upon the author's rights as to 
interpolate a scene or situation of  which the original story is not guilty, the production has 
evidently been robbed of  very little if  any of  its weirdly thinning characteristics. The 
filming of  the story on the continent, presumably in Germany, interferes to some extent 
with the English atmosphere intended to be portrayed. This is perhaps as noticeable in 
the mannerisms of  some of  the players as in any other way. According to the film story 
Sir Henry Baskerville, upon the death of  his uncle, whose estate he inherits, comes to 
Baskerville and falls a prey to the intrigues of  Stapleton the caretaker of  Baskerville and 
who, it later divulges, is the disgraced nephew of  the deceased Sir Charles Baskerville 
seeking to gain possession of  the estate. He it is who keeps the Great Dane in 
concealment, rumors of  which have terrified the neighborhood; and he it is that 
intercepts the letter of  Sir Henry to Sherlock Holmes, impersonating the famous detective 
himself. Later, however, the real Sherlock Holmes appears on the scene, and the events 
which occur when the great detective commences his investigation of  Baskerville and its 
surroundings are as sensationally interesting as anyone would care to see. There is a 
marked similarity between the men playing Stapleton and Sherlock Holmes; the 
difference between them is just enough to explode the idea one man may be doubling on 
the parts.The production is an acceptable one, and where a spectator is unfamiliar with 
the story we cannot conceive that there could be any adverse criticism."  2

"The Hound of  the Baskervilles" - Feature Film Stories - "A drama adopted from the 
novel of  the famous author, Sir A. Conan Doyle - Four parts; All who have read the 
celebrated novel remember the Great Dane that terrified the superstitious community 
surrounding the home of  the Earl of  Baskerville. The death of  Sir Charles of  Baskerville 
was connected by the tenantry with the reported appearance of  the dreaded hound. 
Subsequent to the Earl's death, his nephew, Henry, fell heir to the estate. He was notified 
by the attorney to come to Baskerville but received a warning from another source to 
remain away. Despite the warning, Sir Henry goes to the manor, where he meets Mr. 
Stapleton, the caretaker. He also learns of  his Uncle's animmity against Roger, another 
nephew who was disinherited. Following his coming, Sir Henry soon has cause to fear the  
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hound. He sends an urgent call to Sherlock Holmes, a great detective. The call is 
intercepted by Stapleton, who impersonates Holmes. The real Holmes learns of  the 
interloper and goes to Baskerville to investigate. A series of  remarkable and terrifying 
events follow, which almost result in the death of  Holmes as well as the Earl and the entire 
household. Even Miss Lyons, Sir Henry's charming neighbor, nearly becomes a victim of  
the evil genius who is plotting the ruin of  Baskerville. After a harrowing experience, the 
detective succeeds in killing the monstrous hound. Holmes doubles his efforts to unravel 
the dreadful mystery and enlists the aid of  Barrymore, a discharged servant. Barrymore 
informs Holmes that Stapleton is the author of  all the deviltry. The detective lays a trap 
for Stapleton, who unwittingly falls into it. After a terrific struggle he is overcome by 
Holmes and Barrymore. Not until his confessions it is discovered that Stapleton is in 
reality the disgraced nephew, Roger, who for revenge, planned the destruction of  Sir 
Henry in a desperate endeavor to gain control of  the Baskerville estate."  3

"The Isolated House" - Stories of  the Films - "Under the assumed name of  Stapleton, 
Roger Baskerville is condemned to death for being instrumental in the death of  a relative 
and probable heir to the Baskerville estates. After his plea of  clemency is denied, he 
overpowers his keeper and escapes, taking up residence near Baskerville Castle, and 
announcing himself  to Lord and Lady Baskerville as Loris Collamore, a new neighbor. 
The next day he succeeds in inveigling them into a submersible house which he has built 
in a nearby lake, and making them prisoners. He then goes to the castle and announces to 
the servants that he is a relative of  Lord Henry and has come to take charge of  his affairs. 
The servants become suspicious of  the intruder, and, being mystified at the strange 
disappearance of  their master and mistress, seek the aid of  Sherlock Holmes, who had 
been mainly instrumental in ensuring the conviction of  Roger. The greg detective takes 
up the case and in the course of  his investigations is locked in a secret closet in the castle 
by the criminal, who has recognized him. Armed with a pocket wireless outfit, Holmes 
calls an assistant and is quickly released. Later, Holmes and his assistant, see the 
submersible house and manager to get inside, where they learn that the Baskervilles are 
prisoners. When Roger sees that his nefarious scheme has been frustrated, he breaks the 
windows, thus allowing the water to enter, but in the struggle which follows Holmes 
reaches the raising mechanism and the house slowly rises out of  the lake. The prisoners 
are freed and Roger is captured. But as they leave the house he breaks away from Holmes 
and again enters his stronghold, sinking the house and disappearing from sight. A terrific 
explosion tells those on the shore that the villain has used one of  the bombs, that he had 
hidden within, thus ending his career of  crime.”  4

 "The Moving Picture World" magazine Vol. 23 Jan. - Mar. 1915 pg. 15263

 "The Moving Picture World" magazine Vol. 24 Apr. - Jun. 1915 pg. 9044



1915 - “Der Floh von Baskerville” or, “The Flea of  the Baskervilles” - Actors 
unknown. Luna Films (Germany). 

Germany, for a reason I’m not aware of, it seems re-released the final two episodes of  the 
seven piece “Der Hund von Baskerville” series, which I have as being made in 1915 and 

1916, once again in 1920. 

1920 - “Dr. MacDonald’s Sanitarium”- Erich Kaiser-Titz as Sherlock Holmes. 
Vitascope Pictures (Germany). 

1920 - “The House Without Any Windows”- Erich Kaiser-Titz as Sherlock Holmes. 
Vitascope Pictures (Germany). 

1921 - “The Hound of  the Baskervilles”, Eille Norwood as Sherlock Holmes and 
Hubert Willis as Dr. Watson. Stoll Pictures (U.K.). 

Eille Norwood 

“The Hound of  The Baskervilles” - “An English-made film built around one of  A. Conan 
Doyle’s best Sherlock Holmes tales. Remember the story of  the mysterious deaths and the 
weird dog flashing fires on the moors? There is considerable suspense although the thing 
is maladroitly told. Dr. Watson has to write fearfully long letters to Holmes to get the plot 
along.”   5

 Photoplay Vol. 22 Jul - Dec. 1922 pg. 5945



The Hound of  The Baskervilles 

You know the stories, you’ve read the stories, I’m not going to rehash all the plots of  this 
series. The series tried to stick to the original plots. Still after having read numerous just 
so-so reviews (like the one above), and having watched the few films that have survived, I 
can’t say I’m much of  an Eille Norwood fan. The films had very short runs, most two 
weeks or less, but I’m not sure if  that was due to the next in the series coming so quickly, 
the poor product, or the distribution problems (a story for a different essay) which had the 
films tied up in the courts on more than one occasion. Quantity not quality is the feeling I 
get for this series of  films, although others, such as the aforementioned Louise Penn, 
whom has viewed many more than I have, praised it.  



The final attempt at “Hound of  the Baskervilles” during the silent film era would come 
from the same country as the first HOUN silent film - Germany. 

1929 - “Der Hund von Baskerville” or, “Hound of  the Baskervilles” - Carlyle 
Blackwell Sr. (1884 - 1955) as Sherlock Holmes and George Seroff  as Dr. Watson. Erda-
Film GmbH. (Germany)

              Carlyle Blackwell Sr.                      George Seroff  & Carlyle Blackwell Sr. 

The first effort for “Hound of  the Baskervilles” in the ‘talkies era’ would come in the year 
1931. 

1931 - “The Hound of  the Baskervilles”, Robert Rendel as Sherlock Holmes and 
Frederick Lloyd as Dr. Watson. Gainsborough Pictures (U.K.). 

                                    Robert Rendel 

“The Hound of  the Baskervilles is a British crime film released in 1932 , directed by 
Gareth Gundrey and based on the novel The Hound of  the Baskervilles (1902) by Arthur  



Conan Doyle. The screenplay was adapted by Edgar Wallace. Sherlock Holmes is 
performed by Robert Rendel and Dr Watson by Frederick Lloyd . The company 
Gainsborough Pictures produced the film with a budget of  £ 25,000.”  6

“For many years, it was believed that only the (silent) picture negative of  this movie still 
existed. However, in 1991, a complete set of  negatives and soundtracks were donated to 
the British Film Institute (BFI) by the Rank Corporation. As such, the film now survives 
intact (and with sound) in the BFI archives. Members of  the general public are at liberty 
to view the film by special appointment at the BFI in London (via the BFI's public access 
programme).”  7

1937 - “Der Hund von Baskerville”, Bruno Guttner as Sherlock Holmes and Fritz 
Odemar as Dr. Watson. Ondra-Lamac Films. (Germany). 

          Bruno Guttner 

“Der Hund von Baskerville” is the first German sound film for a Sherlock Holmes 
detective story. It was one of  two films found in Adolf  Hitler’s bunker by the Allies in 
1945. 

You can watch a trailer of  this classic film at: 
 http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=T4F1QLRNF2s 

 http://fr.cyclopaedia.net/wiki/The-Hound-of-the-Baskervilles-(film,-1932)6

 http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/The_Hound_of_the_Baskervilles_(1932_film)7

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=T4F1QLRNF2s
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/The_Hound_of_the_Baskervilles_(1932_film
http://fr.cyclopaedia.net/wiki/The-Hound-of-the-Baskervilles-(film,-1932


1937 - “Murder at the Baskervilles” (U.S.), or “Silver Blaze”, Arthur Wontner as 
Sherlock Holmes and Ian Fleming as Dr. Watson. Twickenham Films. (U.K). 

“Murder at the Baskervilles” 

Why was this Arthur Wontner, Holmes film, renamed “Murder at the Baskervilles” in it’s 
U.S. release? Is it ‘hoof  prints’ or ‘footprints of  a gigantic hound’, even Watson would 
know the difference. Oh, I get it, it has Sir Henry Baskerville! “Sherlock Holmes takes a 
vacation and visits his old friend Sir Henry Baskerville. His vacation ends when he 
suddenly finds himself  in the middle of  a double-murder mystery.”  8

Arthur Wontner & Ian Fleming 

You can watch this classic film at:  http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nnyV6Ad4RgA 

 http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nnyV6Ad4RgA8

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nnyV6Ad4RgA
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nnyV6Ad4RgA


1939 - “The Hound of  the Baskervilles”, Basil Rathbone as Sherlock Holmes and 
Nigel Bruce as Dr. Watson. Twentieth Century Pictures. (U.S.) 

“It is the best-known cinematic adaptation of  the book, and is often regarded as one of  its 
better film versions. The film stars Basil Rathbone as Sherlock Holmes, Nigel Bruce as Dr. 
Watson and Richard Greene as Henry Baskerville. Because the studio apparently had no 
idea that the film would be such a hit, and that Rathbone and Bruce would make many 
more Sherlock Holmes films and be forever linked with Holmes and Watson, top billing 
went to Richard Greene, who was the film's romantic lead. Rathbone was billed second. 
Wendy Barrie, who played Beryl Stapleton, the woman with whom Greene falls in love, 
received third billing, and Nigel Bruce, the film's Dr. Watson, was billed fourth. In all their 
other Holmes films, Rathbone and Bruce would receive first and second billing 
respectively.”  9

Basil Rathbone & Nigel Bruce 

You can watch this classic film at: 
 http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=i2re3oDtG7g 

Following the success of  the 1939 Rathbone “Hound of  the Baskervilles”, there would be 
a lull in Hound adaptations until India’s "Jighansa" (“Bloodlust”) in 1951; and once again 
the Germans produced another “Der Hund von Baskerville” movie, this time for West 
German TV in 1955.  

 http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=i2re3oDtG7g9

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=i2re3oDtG7g
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=i2re3oDtG7g


1951 - "Jighansa" (“Bloodlust”) with Sisir Batabyal, as a professional detective hired 
(the Sherlock Holmes type character) was the first film adaptation of  the Sherlock Holmes 
celebrated story, “The Hound of  the Baskervilles” in Bengali. 

Sisir Batabyal 

1955 - “Der Hund von Baskerville”, Wolf  Ackva as Sherlock Holmes and Amulf  
Schroder as Dr. Watson. Hessischer Rundfunk. (W. Germany). 

                                      Wolf  Ackva                      Amulf  Schroder 

“Changes to the novel were the setting was not in Dartmoor, but in the Scottish 
highlands, and behind the ancestral portrait of  Hugo Baskerville was a secret passage. 
Fritz Umgelter made use not only of  the novel as a template, but also the play of  
Ferdinand Bonn. Like many of  the television shows of  the time, the dog was played and 
broadcast live on television studio. Since there is no record, this production can not be 
assessed today. Also lost are the shots for the recordings of  the Baskerville dog a Frankfurt 
police German Shepherd named Prince. The animal sat, in order to make it seem scarier, 
with a fur mask on.”  10

 http://de.sherlockholmes.wikia.com/wiki/Der_Hund_von_Baskerville_(Film,_1955)10



“Changes to the novel were the setting was not in Dartmoor, but in the Scottish 
highlands, and behind the ancestral portrait of  Hugo Baskerville was a secret passage. 
Fritz Umgelter made use not only of  the novel as a template, but also the play of  
Ferdinand Bonn. Like many of  the television shows of  the time, the dog was played and 
broadcast live on television studio. Since there is no record, this production can not be 
assessed today. Also lost are the shots for the recordings of  the Baskerville dog a Frankfurt 
police German Shepherd named Prince. The animal sat, in order to make it seem scarier, 
with a fur mask on.”  11

1959 - “The Hound of  the Baskervilles”, Peter Cushing as Sherlock Holmes and 
Andre Morell as Dr. Watson. Hammer Films. (U.K.) 

The Hound of  the Baskervilles 

“Sherlock Holmes gets the Gothic treatment in this mix of  mystery and supernatural 
horror from Britain’s Hammer Films. Peter Cushing is perfectly cast as the great detective, 
the very embodiment of  science and reason (which also made him a great Van Helsing in 
the Dracula series) in a case wound around a legacy of  aristocratic cruelty and a devilish 
dog wandering the swampy moors. Christopher Lee is a less satisfying fit as the last of  the 
Baskervilles, as he waffles between fear and apathetic disregard, but Andre Morell is a fine 
Dr. Watson and a far cry from Nigel Bruce’s sweet bumbler from the Hollywood 
incarnation of  the 1940s. Director Terence Fisher was Hammer’s top stylist and the film 
drips with the mood of  the moors, mist hanging in the air, the dying vegetation itself  
threatening to come to life and trap the next unwary traveler.”  12

 http://de.sherlockholmes.wikia.com/wiki/Der_Hund_von_Baskerville_(Film,_1955)11

 Axmaker, Sean, http://www.amazon.com/The-Hound-Baskervilles-Peter-Cushing/dp/B000062XEY12

http://www.amazon.com/The-Hound-Baskervilles-Peter-Cushing/dp/B000062XEY


Andre Morell & Peter Cushing 

See a clip from Hammer’s Hound, with Sir Christopher Lee as Henry Baskerville at: 
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XqwfTukxnwI 

1962 - “Bees Saal Baad”, Asit Sen as the detective. Geetanjali Pictures. (India) 
 

Bees Saal Baad 

The plot is loosely based on Sir Arthur Conan Doyle’s “The Hound of  the Baskervilles”. 
The film topped the Bollywood box office charts in 1962.  

“After a lusty Thakur rapes a young girl, she kills herself. Thereafter, the Thakur is killed 
by what the local people call the girl's vengeful spirit. Then the Thakur's son is also killed 
in a similar way. Thereafter the brother of  the Thakur is also killed. The grandson of  the 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XqwfTukxnwI


Thakur, Kumar Vijay Singh (Biswajeet) returns from abroad to claim his ill-fated legacy. 
He is warned to stay away from the grounds that have killed his ancestors, but he intends 
to find out who or what is behind the killings, and hires a private detective, Gopichand 
Jasoos (Asit Sen). Kumar meets with Radha (Waheeda Rehman), the daughter of  the local 
doctor, Ramlal Vaid (Manmohan Krishan), and both eventually fall in love. Then a man 
is found dead wearing the clothes of  Kumar Vijay, and Kumar Vijay must now decide to 
stay away from his new residence, or continue to live there, and fear for his life everyday 
until death.”  13

Asit Sen 

See this entire Hindi classic film at:  http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=i7FcbvYAk5c 

1968 - “The Hound of  the Baskervilles”, Peter Cushing as Sherlock Holmes and 
Nigel Stock as Dr. Watson. BBC TV. (U.K.) 

The return of  Peter Cushing 

 rAjOo (gunwanti@hotmail.com) http://www.imdb.com/title/tt0055783/13

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=i7FcbvYAk5c
http://www.imdb.com/search/title?plot_author=rAjOo%20(gunwanti@hotmail.com)&view=simple&sort=alpha&ref_=tt_stry_pl


Not to be confused with the Hammer Hound film of  1959, the BBC TV Hound 
attempted to remain faithful to the original story. 

Peter Cushing & Nigel Stock 

See a classic clip from Cushing’s BBC Hound at:   
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZJP6Pi07AUw 

1968 - “Il Mastino dei Baskerville” or, “L'ultimo dei Baskerville”, Nando Gazzolo 
as Sherlock Holmes and Gianni Bonagurra as Dr. Watson. RAI TV (Italy). 

Il Mastino dei Baskerville 

“Sherlock Holmes reveals the mystery of  the deaths of  immature components of  an 
aristocratic English family. This is not a curse, but in real killers organized by a bastard 
descendant of  the family. Holmes saves the life of  the last of  the Baskervilles, a mastiff  

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZJP6Pi07AUw


who incited by the assassin was about to tear. It is the best example of  a short series of  
home production in the sixties dedicated to Sherlock Holmes.”  14

 

               Nando Gazzolo                                              Gianni Bonagurra 

Watch this classic Italian Hound film at:  
 http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=27ocTbjnbLs 

Next a special “Hound of  the Baskervilles” musical interlude for your enjoyment: 

1969/70 - “Der Hund von Baskerville”, Cindy & Bert, (Germany). “Here is a 
1969/70 video of  Cindy & Bert doing "Der Hun Von Baskerville”, a brilliant cover of 

Der Hund von Baskerville 

 Nino Hunter, http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=27ocTbjnbLs14

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=27ocTbjnbLs
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=27ocTbjnbLs


Black Sabbath's "Paranoid" apparently with lyrics relating Arthur Conan Doyle's 
Sherlock Holmes mystery The Hounds of  Baskerville. Features a bored looking Cindy 
and Bert, some bored looking German mod dancers and an extremely bored looking 
pekingese.”  15

 

Jutta Gusenberger (Cindy) and Norbert Berger (Bert) 

Listen to the full Hund song and view video at: 
 http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pIYRFvQMh7A 

1971 - Sobaka Baskerviley (Собака Баскервилей) (Hound of  Baskervilles), 
Nikoli Volkov as Sherlock Holmes and Lev Krugly as Dr. Watson. Sovkina CT (U.S.S.R.) 

Sobaka Baskerviley  - The Hound of  Baskervilles - was broadcast as a two part drama on 
Russian TV in 1971 with Nikoli Volkov as Sherlock Holmes & Lev Krugly as Dr. Watson. 
Lev Krugly emigrated to Israel soon afterwards, and the only miraculously remaining 
copy was rediscovered only very recently. This is a RARE TV show, which was not shown 
in Russia after Lev Krugly defected. Ray Wilcockson thinks Volkov looks SO like William 
Gillette in the image below, do you? 

 http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JOAzuqngOYo15

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JOAzuqngOYo
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pIYRFvQMh7A


Nikoli Volkov and Lev Krugly 

Thanks to my Russian friend Alexander Orlov you can view this rare TV Hound at:  
http://my.mail.ru/video/mail/victorbataev/15627/29806.html#video=/mail/

victorbataev/15627/29806 

1972 - “The Hound of  the Baskervilles”, Stewart Granger as Sherlock Holmes and 
Bernard Fox as Dr. Watson. ABC/Universal City. 

Bernard Fox and Stewart Granger 

“The Hound of  the Baskervilles was the first American color version of  the tale, and was 
produced by ABC TV for their Movie of  the Weekend.The production was one of  three 
pilots for a series of  television movies featuring literary sleuths... The production utilized 
sets from other productions, mainly 

http://my.mail.ru/video/mail/victorbataev/15627/29806.html#video=/mail/victorbataev/15627/29806


horror films. The ratings weren't very good and reviews were bad which caused the 
proposed series of  tele-films to be shelved.”  Today this TV movie is probably best 16

remembered for William Shatner, Captain Kirk of  “Star Trek”, having played the role of  
Stapleton.  

William Shatner 

Check out this clip with William Shatner and Stewart Granger in Hound at:  
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=C0KYWWrKk8I 

1974 - “Le chien des Baskerville”, Raymond Gerome as Sherlock Holmes and Andre 
Haber as Dr. Watson. ORTF (France). 

Le chien des Baskerville 

 Peter Haining (1994). The Television Sherlock Holmes. Virgin Books. pp. 71–7216

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Peter_Haining_(author)
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=C0KYWWrKk8I


This parody adaptation of  Hound was an episode of  the French TV show “Au  théâtre ce 
soir” (Theater Tonight) which aired on Novermber 6th, 1974. It was... “a piece of  filmed 
theater which took place at the Théâtre Marigny in 1974. It is indeed the Hound of  the 
Baskervilles Conan Doyle, but rewritten for the theater. Two different designs: Baker 
Street salon and lounge Baskerville Hall. The outdoor scenes were replaced by sound 
evocations. The tragic fate of  Selden and the Beast take place before the window of  the 
mansion and witnesses at the scene commenting on the events from the lounge... The 
characters are true to the novel, except Sherlock Holmes (Raymond Gerome) which is 
unbearable ... French too, no class, pedantic, vulgar and outspoken most of  the time. He 
sprinkles his composition little graceful grimacing, he scratches without discretion or place 
in outrageous positions ... Anyway, I do not know if  Mr. Gérôme read the Canon before 
apprehending her character but it is not convincing at all and rather disturbing. 
Moreover, it does not look the part. It is plump and releases no charisma. In contrast, 
Watson, it is very convenient. He has neither overweight nor vocation comic. Small 
laughter come more often from Dr. Mortimer (Christian Alers) who plays a shy doctor, 
distracted and slow of  mind. The decorations are beautiful but the room Baker Street has 
no canonical winks. In conclusion, a good play but with a ridiculous principal actor in the 
role of  detective.”  17

               Raymond Gerome                                         Andre Haber 

You might enjoy checking out this clip of  the French Hound production at:   
http://www.ina.fr/video/CPF86604391 

 http://www.sshf.com/encyclopedia/index.php/Le_Chien_des_Baskerville_-17

_Theatre_1974_Gerome

http://www.ina.fr/video/CPF86604391
http://www.sshf.com/encyclopedia/index.php/Le_Chien_des_Baskerville_-_Theatre_1974_Gerome


1977 - “The Hound of  the Baskervilles”, Peter Cook as Sherlock Holmes and 
Dudley Moore as Dr. Watson. Michael White Ltd. (U.K.) 

Peter Cook’s The Hound of  the Baskervilles 

Having seen and owned a majority of  the Hound adaptions mentioned in this essay, I 
must say that this was the worst one I’ve ever watched, and perhaps one of  the worst  
Holmes’ film adaptations of  all-time. The very funny comedic actor Terry-Thomas, who 
played Dr. Mortimer in it, one of  his final film appearances, even once made a comment 
that this was the worst film he ever appeared in. (Makes me wonder if  this is why he 
retired?) Now, having gotten those comments off  my chest... “The concept behind the 
1977 Hound of  the Baskervilles involved having ‘underground’ director Paul Morrissey 
bring an irreverent slant to the original Sherlock Holmes mystery. The film thus casts 
Peter Cook and Dudley Moore as Holmes and Watson, with such reliable British 
performers as Terry-Thomas, Joan Greenwood, Denholm Elliott, Hugh Griffith, Spike 
Milligan, and Roy Kinnear in cameos. Producer Michael White took on the project; it 
mirrored his previous experience of  combining spoofery and fidelity to source material 
with Monty Python's Jabberwocky. Examples of  the film's zaniness include the casting of  
a lovable Irish wolfhound as the ‘deadly’ Baskerville mastiff  and having Holmes and 
Watson speak in thick provincial accents. For its American release, Hound of  the 
Baskervilles was whittled down to 78 minutes, with several of  its scenes out of  
sequence.”  18

 Hal Erickson, ROVI http://www.rottentomatoes.com/m/the-hound-of-the-baskervilles-/18

http://www.rottentomatoes.com/m/the-hound-of-the-baskervilles-/


 Dudley Moore and Peter Cook 

You can view the trailer of  this attempt at a Hound comedy at:  
 http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GAqhTZ08Gqg 

1981 “Sobaka Baskerviley”, or “The Hound of  the Baskervilles”, Vasiliy Livanov 
as Sherlock Holmes and Vitaliy Solomin. Lenfilms (U.S.S.R.). 

Sobaka Baskerviley 

The Russian adaptations of  Sherlock Holmes, by legendary director Igor Maslenikkov, 
and starring the fabled Vasiliy Livanov and Vitaliy Solomin, are widely acclaimed as the 
finest adaptations of  Conan Doyle's creation. This two hour and forty minute version of  

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GAqhTZ08Gqg


the “Hound of  the Baskervilles” was put together from three episodes of  that TV series 
and doesn’t diminish that claim, but only adds to it. It rates as one of  my favorite Hound 
adaptations. “The film has great period detail, sharp conversation, and outstanding 
costumes... The streets and houses of  London and rural Devon have a distinctly Russian 
austerity, whilst the glaring placement of  several red pillar boxes in the village close to 
Baskerville Hall (clearly to add authenticity to the settings) appear incongruous by their 
prominence. These aside however the evocation of  England's wild and desolate west 
country, particularly Sir Henry's remote ancestral home with its baronial dinning hall 
surrounded by treacherous bog land, makes for a suitably feisty backdrop against which 
the main story plays out.”  19

Vasiliy Livanov and Vitaliy Solomin 

You can watch Livanov and Solomin in the classic Russian Hound film at:  
 http://video.kylekeeton.com/2009/01/russian-video-hound-of-

baskervilles.html 

1982 - “The Hound of  the Baskervilles”, Tom Baker as Sherlock Holmes and 
Terence Rigby as Dr. Watson. BBC TV (U.K.) 

This production of  Doyle’s “The Hound of  the Baskervilles” was the second multi-part 
adaptation by BBC TV, following it’s 1968 two-part episode with Peter Cushing. The 
1982 four part serial was part of  the BBC's “Sunday Classics” run of  period dramas and 
literary adaptations. It featured Tom Baker as Sherlock Holmes, just off  of  his successful 
Dr. Who stint. 

     

 Cleaver Patterson, http://www.cine-vue.com/2012/05/dvd-review-sherlock-holmes-hound-19

of.html

http://video.kylekeeton.com/2009/01/russian-video-hound-of-baskervilles.html
http://www.cine-vue.com/2012/05/dvd-review-sherlock-holmes-hound-of.html


 Terence Rigby and Tom Baker 

BBC's Sunday Classics 

You can watch this classic BBC Hound with Tom Baker at: 
 http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6tt-K5wuZGs 

1983 - “The Hound of  the Baskervilles”, Ian Richardson as Sherlock Holmes and 
Donald Churchill as Dr. Watson. Mapleton Films (U.K.). 

In 1982, an American producer partnered with English producer to make six television 
films of  Sherlock Holmes stories. Only “The Sign of  the Four” and “The Hound of  the 
Baskervilles” were ultimately filmed as Granada series “Sherlock Holmes” premiered in 
1984. “In an interview with ‘Scarlet Street’, Ian Richardson explained: ‘That was the fly 
in our ointment. Initially, an unseen fly. You see, when Sy Weintraub was planning the  
films, he was unaware that the copyright on the Holmes stories was about to expire in 
England and he had to go through a great deal of  legal negotiations with the Conan 
Doyle estate in order to gain permission to use them. However, he was totally ignorant of  
Granada's plans to film a series with Jeremy Brett...Weintraub was furious, because he'd 
paid a lot of  money to get permission from the estate and here was Granada saying, 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6tt-K5wuZGs


'Thank you - but we're going to do it.' So Weintraub took them to court. He had a very 
good case, apparently; but eventually there was an out of  court settlement for an 
extraordinary sum of  money - something like two million pounds - which was enough for 
Weintraub to cover his costs on both The Sign of  Four and The Hound of  the 
Baskervilles, and make a profit, too. And so he wrapped the project up.’  20

The Hound of  the Baskervilles 

Donald Churchill and Ian Richardson 

Watch the Hound attack scene from the Ian Richardson-led 1983 TV movie version of  
Sherlock Holmes' "The Hound of  the Baskervilles” at: 

 http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wK6fuZiHgcc 

 SHSL http://www.sherlock-holmes.org.uk/world/irichardson.php20

http://www.sherlock-holmes.org.uk/world/irichardson.php
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wK6fuZiHgcc


1983- “Sherlock Holmes and the Baskerville Curse”, Peter O’Toole as voice of  
Sherlock Holmes and Ron Haddrick as voice of  Dr. Watson. Burbank Films (Australia). 

In this animated tale, detective Sherlock Holmes and Dr. Watson investigate a cursed 
family. 

Ron Haddrick & Peter O’Toole 

Sherlock Holmes and the Baskerville Curse 

Watch the cartoon from 1983 “The Baskerville Curse”, full movie at:   
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=r7M2QZoUrGk 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=r7M2QZoUrGk


1983- “The Hound of  the Scoobyvilles”, Animation, Don Messick as voice  of  
Scooby & Scrappy-Doo and Casey Kasem as Shaggy Rogers. Hanna Barbera Studios. 

The Hound of  the Scoobyvilles 

“Hound of  the Scoobyvilles” is the first half  of  the third episode of  “The New Scooby 
and Scrappy-Doo Show”. A ghostly dog is stealing all the sheep in Scotland, and Scooby 
is accused. The kids are headed to Barkerville Hall in Scotland to figure out what is 
happening to the Barkerville sheep. Has the curse come true, has the Hound of  the 
Barkervilles come, and is it Scooby, as all the town people believe?  21

           Don Messick                            Scooby-Doo                           Casey Kasem 

 http://scoobydoo.wikia.com/wiki/Hound_of_the_Scoobyvilles21

http://scoobydoo.wikia.com/wiki/Hound_of_the_Scoobyvilles


Time now for a commercial break, please stayed tuned! 

1988 - "The Hound” - Jeff  Pillars as Sherlock 
Holmes and Duke Arnsbarger as Dr. Watson. 
Produced by Food Lion, Salisbury, NC. Food Lion 
commissioned 4, 30 second, Sherlock Holmes 
commercials one of  which featured a Hound of  the 
Baskervilles parody. They were quite funny. 

                                                                       Jeff  Pillars 

Now back to our regular programming. 

1988 - “The Hound of  the Baskervilles”,  Jeremy Brett as Sherlock Holmes and 
Edward Hardwicke as Dr. Watson. Granada Television (U.K.) 
 

Jeremy Brett and Edward Hardwicke 

The Granada series always attempted to be loyal to the Doyle original stories, so you 
know very well the plot of  this one. That being the point, let’s for fun point out a few 
inconsistencies in the final project mentioned on IMDB. “In this version of  ‘The Hound 
of  the Baskervilles’, Selden's braincase is held together with stitches because he has 
undergone a lobotomy. But that operation was not invented until the 1950s. This 
adaptation makes the usual error of  giving Watson a Webley Mk VI .455 service revolver. 
Though it has the ‘look’ of  a 19th century revolver, it was not fielded by the British Army 
until 1915, almost thirty years after the story is set. When the hound attacks Selden, 
during the struggle there are scenes in which the victim changes from Selden to Sir Henry 
Baskerville. Seldon's head is shaved, while in parts of  this scene, the victim obviously has a 



full head of  hair.” Despite the greatness of  Brett and Hardwicke as Holmes and Watson, I 
can’t rate this as one of  their better efforts, nor as one of  the best Hound adaptations. 
 

                         Jeremy Brett                                       Edward Hardwicke 

You can view Granada’s Hound at:  
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BKnZ8etir6E 

1989 - “Pound of  the Baskervilles”, Tress MacNeille as voice of  Chip, ‘Sureluck 
Jones’. Walt Disney Television Animation on Disney Channel. 

                               Tress MacNeille 

In 1989 there was an episode of  'Chip 'n Dale Rescue Rangers' entitled “Pound of  the 
Baskervilles” in which Chip dressed up as the famed literary detective “Sureluck Jones” 
tries to find a hidden will in an old mansion before time runs out whilst aided by a hound. 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BKnZ8etir6E


1989 - “On the Scent of  the Baskerville Hound”, (documentary) 24 min. British 
documentary recorded in Dartmoor reveals the contribution made to the story by 
Fletcher Robinson.  

On the Scent of  the Baskerville Hound 

With interviews of  Dame Jean Conan Doyle, Bill Michell and Shirley Purves and Richard 
Lancelyn Green Richard Worthy – Narrator ; Nick Smith – Producer ; Tim Watson – 
Dir. And  Turpin as The Hound. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cd7q0bsrz1k 
   

1990 - “The Hound of  the Arbuckles”, Animation, an episode of  “Garfield and 
Friends” TV show, Lorenzo Music as the voice of  Garfield the cat, Dr. Watson. Lee 
Mendelson Productions. 

The Hound of  the Arbuckles 

“Garfield is anxious to see ‘The Hound of  the Baskervilles’, but the TV is broken. Jon 
can't find Odie anywhere and tells Garfield to read Sherlock Holmes so his imagination 
can create the pictures. Garfield dozes off  and finds himself  playing Watson in a dream 
sequence entitled ‘The Hound of  the Arbuckles’.”  22

 http://www.ovguide.com/tv_episode/garfield-friends-season-3-episode-25-the-hound-of-22

the-arbuckles-226293#

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cd7q0bsrz1k
http://www.ovguide.com/tv_episode/garfield-friends-season-3-episode-25-the-hound-of-the-arbuckles-226293#


1990 - "Male Hound of  the Baskervilles" - «Муж собаки Баскервилей», In the 
center of  the story is a girl Asya, a girl with a difficult fate: she is an orphan, brought up a 
dangerous criminal. All called Woman Hound of  the Baskervilles. Soon she and her 
"tutor" commit an armed attack on collectors, Asya kills a man, they run away with the 
money. But her accomplice dies, she is left with a bag of  money. Not Sherlockian but 
HOUN. 

Муж собаки Баскервилей 

Watch “Male Hound of  the Baskervilles” (Муж собаки Баскервилей) at:  
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PLnj2isXYrk 

Cartoon Break 

Peanuts (1993) 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PLnj2isXYrk


1993 - “The Hound of  London”, Patrick Macnee as Sherlock Holmes and John Scott-
Padget as Dr. Watson. Intrepid Productions (Canada). 

The Hound of  London 

Patrick Macnee, best known as John Steed of  “The Avengers”, played Sherlock Holmes, 
and John Scott-Padget a little known Canadian actor, played Dr. Watson, in a Canadian 
made for TV film. "The Hound of  London" (1993), whose screenplay was derived from a 
play written by Craig Bowlsby, and was first performed in September 1987 in Burnaby, 
British Columbia.  Author Alan Bates in his work "Sherlock Holmes on Screen", claimed 23

the film was "Cheap, nasty and painful to watch", and he described Macnee's Holmes as 
"a truly dreadful Holmes, wheezing out every line while resembling nothing less than an 
unshelled tortoise poured into a monkey suit." 

Patrick Macnee and John Scott-Padget 

See a clip from “Hound of  London” at:  
 http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HYm9ylYskoM 

 Barnes, Alan (2002). Sherlock Holmes on Screen. Reynolds & Hearn. p. 60.23

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HYm9ylYskoM


1993 - “Sherlock Droopy Gets Hounded”, Animation, an episode of  “Droopy, 
Master Detective”, Don Messick as voice of  Sherlock Droopy and  Charles Adler as voice 
of  Dr. Dripple Hanna-Barbera/Turner Entertainment. 

                          Don Messick                                    Charles Adler 

An episode based on Sherlock Holmes Novel "The Hound of  the Baskervilles." Droopy 
and Dripple return as Sherlock Droopy and Dr. Dripple, this time they are called to 
protect heiress Becky Baskerveil from a family curse, which is all a sinister plot by the 
sinister McWolf  who has his eyes set on the family fortune. 
 

  Sherlock Droopy Gets Hounded 

 Watch the cartoon “Sherlock Droopy Gets Hounded” at:  
 http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3i3yP7AFccM 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3i3yP7AFccM


1995 - "Blind Faith",  an episode of  the TV series "Forever Knight". Glen Warren 
Productions (Canada). 

Geraint Wyn Davies 

“Blind Faith” contained a flashback portion that had Arthur Conan Doyle appearing as 
someone who was investigating attacks by a dog. The dog was in fact a vampire dog, and 
the flashback was set in Baskervilles. 

1995 - “The Slobbery Hound”, Larry Brantley as voice of  Wishbone (played by 
Scooter). PBS TV. 

Wishbone 



When Wishbone is blamed for neighborhood messes, he pretends he’s Holmes in order to  
solve the case of  the hound. Includes the Hound of  the Baskerville Story. The terrier  
must find the dog who is the real culprit. 
 

                     Scooter                                        Larry Brantley 

Watch “The Slobbery Hound at: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jOleLigsQXQ 

1996 - “Nightmare: The Birth of  Victorian Horror, The Hound of  the 
Baskervilles”,  John Nettles as Sherlock Holmes. BBC TV (U.K.). 

                     Christopher Frayling                                    John Nettles 
  

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jOleLigsQXQ


A TV special that looked into the creation process of  the “Hound of  the Baskervilles” 
and how Doyle came about writing the story and ‘resurrecting’ Sherlock Holmes. Much 
of  this documentary features the narrator Christopher Frayling. Nettles appears as 
Sherlock Holmes in an excerpt from a stage production of  Gillette's play. 
             
          

You can watch this show at:  
 http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NJEoHy7R9IQ 

1998 - “The Bound of  the Haskervilles”, or “Bobak Saskerviley" Alexander 
Orlov tells me, “There exists also another Russian movie, “The Bound of  the 
Haskervilles” (1998) but it is not to my liking.” “Bobak Saskerviley" based on the novel A. 
Conan Doyle's "The Hound of  the Baskervilles", 1998. Dmitry Nagiyev, Professor 
Lebedinskij, Peter Baron, and Eugene Rumyantsev are in the film. The action moved to 
the immortal work of  our uncomplicated days. History repeats itself. Herlok Sholms 
famous detective and his assistant Dr. Weissman organize a grand hunt rabid Bobak. But 
this crazy, violent and heroic struggle is not for everyone. Despite the familiar story, the 
film is recommended for home viewing only during daylight hours, under the supervision 
of  qualified doctors. During filming, Dmitry Nagiyev seriously injured! Death talented 
game animal. Starring: Leo (Dr.) Goldfinches, Victoria (Miss erotica) Besklubova Evgeny 
Rumyantsev. 

Bobak Saskerviley 

You can see if  “Bobak Saskerviley” is to your liking at:  
http://videodisc.tv/video/66685434/bgghfeaee/ 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NJEoHy7R9IQ
http://videodisc.tv/video/66685434/bgghfeaee/


1999  - “Sherlock Holmes in the 22nd Century : The Hounds of  the 
Baskervilles”, Animation, Jason Gray Stanford as voice of  Sherlock Holmes and John 
Payne as voice of   Dr. Watson. DiC/Ste Productions. 

 

Sherlock Holmes in the 22nd Century : The Hounds of  the Baskervilles 

"The Hounds of  The Baskervilles’ (Phil Harnage) inspired by Sir Arthur Conan Doyle. 
On the moon, in the domed Galileo City, an old legend appears to be true when three 
children go missing and eerie howling can be heard echoing throughout the resort. But 
Sherlock Holmes suspects there is an all too human reason behind this "supernatural" 
phenomenon.”  “A giant hound has been seen-and strangely enough, heard- on the 24

moon. People are worried. It's up to Holmes, Watson, and Lestrade to expose what's 
happening and to catch who's responsible for it all. Of  course, being jumped by the 
hound along the way doesn't help matters...”  25

Jason Gray-Stanford 

 http://www.vudu.com/movies/?_escaped_fragment_=overview/211742/Sherlock-Holmes-in-the-22nd-Century-24

The-Hounds-Of-The-Baskervilles

 http://www.ovguide.com/tv_episode/sherlock-holmes-in-the-22nd-century-season-1-episode-3-the-hounds-of-25

the-baskervilles-11705#

http://www.ovguide.com/tv_episode/sherlock-holmes-in-the-22nd-century-season-1-episode-3-the-hounds-of-the-baskervilles-11705#
http://www.vudu.com/movies/?_escaped_fragment_=overview/211742/Sherlock-Holmes-in-the-22nd-Century-The-Hounds-Of-The-Baskervilles


Watch this futuristic Hound animation at:  
 http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tfvJKOtaCNU 

1999 - “Ned’s Newt” episode  ‘Lummox Of  the Baskervilles’ Canadian TV. 
“When Doogle's dumb dog Lummox goes missing, Ned and Newton become detectives to 
find him. But Lummox isn't at the Pound, he's become a professional baseball player. 
Tracey Ann Moore voices Ned Flemkin. Tracey Moore was born on January 17, 1960 in 
Calgary, Alberta, Canada.”  26

 

Tracey Moore Voices Ned Flemkin in “Ned’s Newt” 

Watch “Lummox Of  the Baskervilles” at:   http://www.dailymotion.com/video/x3nj3pw 

1999-2001 - “The Baskervilles”, Animation, CINAR (Canada). 

The Baskervilles 
“The Baskervilles” is a British-French-Canadian animated children's TV show about a 
British family living in the most twisted theme park in the world.The richest, nastiest man 

 http://www.imdb.com/title/tt1420764/plotsummary?ref_=tt_ov_pl 26

http://www.imdb.com/title/tt1420764/plotsummary?ref_=tt_ov_pl
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tfvJKOtaCNU
http://www.dailymotion.com/video/x3nj3pw


in the world isn't happy. He made billions by persuading the world that Bad is Good, but 
it wasn't enough. He needed a challenge. So he bought Basingstoke and turned it into 
Underworld - The Theme Park. It didn't take much work. But it still wasn't enough. So he 
brought the Baskervilles, the nicest family in the world: if  he could turn them bad, then 
he'd be happy. Boy was he in trouble! Sounds like the ‘Munsters’ meet ‘The Hound of  the 
Baskervilles’ to me! 

Finally after a run of  animated Hounds during the 1990’s, and no serious adaptations 
since the Granada Jeremy Brett, we get a few more attempts at making a better Hound. 
Unfortunately, for Holmes fans, they came up short in their attempts. Nevertheless here 
they are. 

2000 - “The Hound of  the Baskervilles”, Matt Frewer as Sherlock Holmes and 
Kenneth Welsh as Dr. Watson. Muse Entertainment (Canada).  

The Hound of  the Baskervilles 

The first of  four Holmes adaptations on Canadian TV starring Matt Frewer as Holmes. 
Regretfully, Frewer's portrayal of  Holmes was criticized by a number of  Holmes’ fans, 
while veteran Canadian actor Kenneth Welsh’s seemed to be good enough to avoid that 
wrath. 



Kenneth Welsh and Matt Frewer 

Watch a scene from Frewer's “The Hound of  the Baskervilles:  
 http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=iAZ3g5skShI 

2002 - “The Hound of  the Baskervilles”, Richard Roxburgh as Sherlock Holmes 
and Ian Hart as Dr. Watson. BBC TV (U.K.). 

The Hound of  the Baskervilles 

Charles Prepolec of  the Sherlock Holmes fansite BakerStreetDozen.com wrote, "In the 
end, it is a compelling, if  somewhat infuriating, film to watch. Not a great Holmes film, 
and certainly not the greatest version of  this story, but it is fascinating television drama."  27

The great Richard E. Grant appears in this film as Jack Stapelton, in my opinion he 
should have been cast as Holmes, instead of  Roxburgh. 

 Prepolec, Charles, BakerStreetDozen.com27

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=iAZ3g5skShI


Ian Hart and Richard Roxburgh 

You can watch this film at: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=C95sgGdO758 

2002 - “Great Books - The Hound of  the Baskervilles”, Cronkite Ward TV; 
produced & written by Pip Gilmour. Princeton, NJ : Films for the Humanities & Sciences; 
Discovery Channel University. 

Broadcast on the The Learning Channel on Oct. 24, 2003. Not released to DVD. Looks 
at the many adaptations of  the original story. 
Great Books, Interview with Peter Blau, 79:22 min. Raw footage of  Mr. Blau giving 
background information about the HOUD story and the author.  Portions have been used 
in the Great Books: Hound of  the Baskervilles program. Includes footage of  Blau reading 
and scan of  his library.  Taped 25 Apr.2002. 

Lyndsey Faye and Peter Blau 

Great Books, Interview with Daniel Stashower, 114 min. Raw footage of  Stashower 
giving background information about the HOUN story and the author.  Portions have 
been used in the Great Books: Hound of  the Baskervilles program. In three parts, each 
part lasting appox 38 min each.  Taped 25 Apr.2002. 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=C95sgGdO758


Daniel Stashower 

Great Books, Interview with Christopher Frayling, 70 min. Raw footage of  Frayling 
giving background information about the HOUN story and the author.  Portions have 
been used in the Great Books: Hound of  the Baskervilles program. In two parts, pt.1: 50 
min, pt.2: 20 min. Taped 6 May 2002. 

Christopher Frayling 

Great Books, HOUN dramatization, 33 min.Taped in U.K., dramatization for Great 
Books program.  Raw footage only. Taped May 2002. 

Next another very special “Hound of  the Baskervilles” musical interlude for your 
enjoyment: 



2004 - “The Hound Of The Baskervilles”,  Clive Nolan and Oliver Wakeman   
"The Hound of  the Baskervilles’ is a well known Sherlock Holmes mystery by Sir Arthur 
Conan Doyle. This wonderful story became the concept on which Clive NOLAN and 
Oliver WAKEMAN built this magnificent epos. This album is an incredible Rock Opera, 
a Progressive Rock Musical, a true musical experience brought forth by twin keyboards 
accompanied by some violin and flute and the classic metal guitars, bass and drums. The 
twin keyboards create a fantastic atmosphere, you think that a whole symphonic orchestra 
is participating. Beautiful arrangements and great story telling make this album VERY 
interesting.”   Yes, Oliver Wakeman is the son of  legendary “Yes” keyboard player Rick 28

Wakeman. In my opinion this Hound piece is better than anything his dad ever did (and I 
was a big ‘Yes’ fan, and especially loved Rick Wakeman’s ‘Journey to the Center of  the 
Earth’).  Clive Nolan and Oliver Wakeman’s website is: http://www.verglas.com/artists/
nolan_wakeman/artists_nw.htm 

The Hound Of The Baskervilles 

                               Oliver Wakeman                                          Clive Nolan 

Listen to the incredible “Hound of  the Baskervilles” piece of  music at:  
 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=usAo_OsryUY 

 http://www.progarchives.com/artist.asp?id=26928

http://www.progarchives.com/artist.asp?id=269
http://www.verglas.com/artists/nolan_wakeman/artists_nw.htm
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=usAo_OsryUY


2005 - “The Hound of  the Baskervilles”, Anthony D.P. Mann as Sherlock Holmes 
and William Morrow as Dr. Watson. Anthony D.P. Mann Productions (Canada). 

Anthony D. P. Mann and William Morrow 
Anthony D. P. Mann, a Kingston, Canada native, played Holmes, with two different 
Canadian Dr. Watson, William Morrow and Terry Wade.Mann privately produced two 
(straight to DVD) films, "The Hound of  The Baskevilles" (2005), and "Sherlock Holmes 
and the Shadow Watchers" (2011).  29

One last musical? 

2007 - “The Crazy Adventures of  Wassup Holmes” - Scratch & Burn. A rap 
parody of  The Hound of  the Baskervilles from Scratch & Burn on MTV. 
 

The Crazy Adventures of  Wassup Holmes 

 http://www.anthonydpmann.com/adpmfilms.html29

http://www.anthonydpmann.com/adpmfilms.html


Jordan Allen-Dutton and Erik Weiner 

You are going to have to watch and listen to this Hound to believe it, at:  https://
www.youtube.com/watch?v=wQQJ1OhARWk 

2007 - “Sherlock Holmes and the Hound of  Pantopolis”, the evil genius Moriarty 
is on the run from Holmes and his loyal companion Watson and once again he is 
hatching a dastardly plot to take over the world. Can the great detective Sherlock Holmes 
foil him in time? Will Sherlock Holmes be eaten by the Hound of  the Baskervilles? And 
what does James Blond and a talking sheep have to do with all of  this? Purple Turtle 
brings you one of  their funniest shows ever, can Sherlock Holmes save the world?? Come 
and find out and have a blast in the process!!  “Follow the exploits of  a sobriety-30

challenged Sherlock Holmes as he investigates the mysterious disappearance of  Red 
Riding Hood's hood, Cinderella's show, the Emperor's New Clothes and the berry berry 
sneaky theft of  the Pied Piper's flute. Join us as we discover just how Smart Maxwell is 
and who pilfered the Notorious P.I.G.'s crib... Will Sherlock get it together, find the 
missing fairytale essences, locate Watson and restore Law & Order by the end of  the 
Panto? Just WHO is the Pantopolis Bandit? The game is afoot…”  Performed by the 31

UWA Pantomime Society at the Dolphin Theatre, UWA on 30 Aug - 1 Sept, 2007. 
Nathan Cera played Sherlock Holmes. 

 http://www.purpleturtlehk.com/shows/SherlockHolmes/index.html30

 http://uwapanto.com.au 31

http://www.purpleturtlehk.com/shows/SherlockHolmes/index.html
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wQQJ1OhARWk
http://uwapanto.com.au


 

Nathan Cera 

Watch the full play at: 
 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JfqUI7QUttU&index=3&list=PLK5JzkEBhY-hmy-

Q--OEl4-s2p4y4Tx4d 

2008 - “Inkheart”, Brendan Fraser as Mo and Eliza Hope Bennett as Maggie. New 
Line Cinema. 

Inkheart 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JfqUI7QUttU&index=3&list=PLK5JzkEBhY-hmy-Q--OEl4-s2p4y4Tx4d


In “Inkheart” the ‘Hound of  Baskersville’ made an appearance as one of  the animals in 
the dungeon which came out of  the books after Darius read it, and said these words: 
"The hound has red eyes and black fur like the description inside the book." 

Eliza Hope Bennett and Brendan Fraser 

2008 - “Return of  Mukhtar: Hound of  the Baskervilles” - is a Russian 
entry, from the TV series “Muhtar’s Return” (Возвращение Мухтара), which 
is a Russian detective, crime, serial film, a film about the adventures of  investigators,  
police officers, police and search dog.  

Mukhtar and Alexander G. Volkov 

Some Sherlockian content found in the episode and passed on to us by Russian 
Sherlockian Alexander Orlov can be found at these in these  time frames: 

1:56 a howling hound  

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Crime_film


4:54 - 5:19 the book is ACD's HOUN 
5:52 "the powers of  evil have attacked the phone network" 
6:15 - 6:32 Hugo and HOUN - the story from the book 
17:39 "Look at yourself ! Like the hound of  the Baskervilles!" 
33:32 - 33:48 "You the hound of  the Baskervilles! Look, I have invented something... I am 
going to our forensic laboratory for consultation." 
35:52 "We have invented a thing ... for thieves ... named the Hound of  the Baskervilles. 
We will scare them a bit" (putting something around the dog's neck) 
37:08 - 38:00 Muhtar running through a dark tunnel with lamps fixed to its head.  
39:34 "The whole department is talking about some hound of  the Baskervilles". 

“Return of  Mukhtar: Hound of  the Baskervilles” can be viewed at: 
 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vqnCo0jeL74 

2010 - "Moving Two Steps Forward” - Holmes played by Ross K. Foad and Watson 
played by Mike Archer are searching for a beast reported by locals as the return of  the 
hound of  the Baskervilles. After Watson is kayoed by the beast and Holmes comes to 
rescue they discover the beast is really Sir Hugo Baskerville.This is the beginning of  the 
epic No Place Like Holmes internet Sherlock Holmes series. Great humor and brilliant 
writing, Steven Moffat and Mark Gatiss could use a Ross K. Foad on their staff ! 

Ross K. Foad and Mike Archer 

Watch No Place Like Holmes "Moving Two Steps Forward” at: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YccoGhlfvJ0 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vqnCo0jeL74
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YccoGhlfvJ0


2011 - “The Hound of  the Baskervilles”, (fan film), Samuel and Andrew Tady’s 
adaption of  “The Hound of  the Baskervilles”. A Tady Brothers Production 

Samuel and Andrew Tady 

You can view the Tady Brothers adaptation of  Hound on YouTube at: 
Part One:  http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZK2zkJSYQ1M 
Part Two:  http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=o7jFDYJrkNQ 
Part Three:  http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zmaXL9f5uJs 

2011-13 - “Ha Ha Holmes!, and The Hound of  the Baskervilles”,   
“There’s a beast on the moors, a crime to be solved, and with the ‘Ha Ha  
Holmes’ team on the case what can go right?!!?  

Ha Ha Holmes!, and The Hound of  the Baskervilles 

You’d be absolutely barking to miss this pipe-smoking new show from theatre’s funniest  
parodists as Holmes and Watson embark on their most dangerous adventure yet… 
hunting down The Hound of  the Baskervilles! It’s elementary! It’s also downright  
hilarious as comedy national treasure Joe Pasquale takes on the role of  Sherlock Holmes.  
As one of  the UK’s top stand ups Joe brings mirthful merriness to proceedings, but will he  

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZK2zkJSYQ1M
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=o7jFDYJrkNQ
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zmaXL9f5uJs


be skating on thin ice?!  With Ben Langley as Doctor Watson and Andrew Fettes as  

             Ben Langley & Joe Pasquale                     Andrew Fettes & Ben Langley 

everyone else, this sure-fire wonderfully ridiculous show is well worth investigation. Has 
the Baskerville beast bitten off  more than it can chew when confronted by our crime  
stopping team? Will Holmes find his Deerstalker and will the Deer by happy when he 
does? Stick some shag in your pipe and visit 221b Baker Street for the most gripping  
comedic thriller of  the age!!!”  Ben Langley was the original Holmes, but moved over 32

 to the Watson role  when Joe Pasquale came aboard as Holmes in 2013. 
        

See the original Ha Ha Holmes promo at:  
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6oiDKz1_sSI 

2012 - “The Hounds of  Baskerville”, an episode of  “Sherlock”, Benedict 
Cumberbatch as Sherlock Holmes and Martin Freeman as Dr. Watson. BBC TV (U.K.) 

Martin Freeman and Benedict Cumberbatch 

 http://www.atgtickets.com/shows/ha-ha-holmes/theatre-royal-brighton/32

http://www.atgtickets.com/shows/ha-ha-holmes/theatre-royal-brighton/
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6oiDKz1_sSI


If  you haven’t seen BBC’s “Sherlock” series, with Benedict Cumberbatch as Sherlock 
Holmes and Martin Freeman as Dr. Watson, than what rock in the moor have you been 
hiding under?  

Martin Freeman and Benedict Cumberbatch  

“Twenty years earlier, aged seven, young Henry Knight saw his father torn to pieces by a 
monstrous creature at Dewer's Hollow near their Dartmoor home. Now Henry has seen 
the footprints of  a huge beast and suspects that the nearby Baskerville government 
research station is breeding mutant animals. Sherlock and John travel to the moor where 
local lad Fletcher organizes tourist walks cashing in on the legend of  Dartmoor's spectral 
hound. Using false I.D. the pair infiltrate Baskerville and are challenged by secretive 
Major Barrymore but rescued by sympathetic Dr. Frankland, a friend to Henry. After 
Sherlock himself  sees the monstrous creature he enlists the help of  geneticist Dr. 
Stapleton to help him solve the mystery.”  33

Mark Gatiss (aka Mycroft Holmes) reading from Conan Doyle's “The Hound Of  The 
Baskervilles” 

 Written by don @ minifie-1  http://www.imdb.com/title/tt1942613/33

http://www.imdb.com/search/title?plot_author=don%20@%20minifie-1&view=simple&sort=alpha&ref_=tt_stry_pl
http://www.imdb.com/title/tt1942613/


2012 - “The Curse of   Baskerville Hollow”, an episode of  “Holmes & Sherlock : 
College Years” (fan films), Arron Butler as Sherlock Holmes and David Craig as Dr. 
Watson. TerribleTVProduction. In this episode, John is brought into a case where a 
woman believes there to be a werewolf  on the loose!  

Arron Butler and David Craig 

 

The Curse of   Baskerville Hollow 

Watch “The Curse of   Baskerville Hollow” episode on Youtube at: 
 http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=91K9fazPldQ 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=91K9fazPldQ


2013 - “Sherlock Holmes & the Hound of  Baskervilles”, Actors 
unknown. Mustang Productions. A school play, no cast listed. Presented/ 
recorded on October 18th, 2013. 

Actors Unknown 

View this Hound play at:  http://vimeo.com/77252327 

2013 - “Hound Named Baskerville”, Igor Petrenko and Andrey Panin appear as as  
Sherlock Holmes and Dr. Watson, in LensFilms (U.S.S.R.) new Russian series (2013) in 8  
programs, two episodes each. Created by Ruben Dishdishyan, Andrey Kavun, director;   
With Igor Petrenko as Holmes, Andrey Panin as Watson, Mikhail Boyarsky as Inspector  
Lestrade, Alexey Gorbunov as Moriarty, Lyanka Gryu as Irene Adler. The series is based  
loosely on the original Doyle stories. Episode 8 is called “Hound Named Baskerville”, but  
it is named so only because the hound in the story is named Baskerville.    

                   Igor Petrenko                                                     Andrey Panin 

http://vimeo.com/77252327


See a trailer with English subtitles of  new Russian Holmes at: 
http://tune.pk/video/1585752/Sherlock-HolmesTrailer-2013-HD-with-english-subtitles 

Igor Petrenko and Andrey Panin 

Or complete episode (recommended) at: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lSwvkjv9N9c 

2014 - “Baskervilles hund”, was shown by MLTV in Denmark. “Munkebo Small 
Stage is a model theater, which is based at Munkebo Library, behave spectacle ‘Hound of  
the Baskervilles.’ Previously actors from Mesinge Amateur + three other local, have lent 
their voices to the play.”  This is a very fun and unusual production!  34

Baskervilles hund 

Watch “Baskervilles hund” at:  https://vimeo.com/105973047 

 https://vimeo.com/105973047 34

http://tune.pk/video/1585752/Sherlock-HolmesTrailer-2013-HD-with-english-subtitles
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lSwvkjv9N9c
https://vimeo.com/105973047


2014 - “The Hound Of  The Baskervilles”, adapted by Tim Kelly. Performed by the 
Avon Theater company, in the Adams Theater, on the campus of  Avon Old Farms 
School, November 6, 2014.”  “Charlie Carpenter ’15 and Ben Griffith ’16, as Sherlock 35

Holmes and Watson, lead a talented group of  student thespians as the Old Farms 
Theater Company presents the fall play, Hound of  the Baskervilles.”  With sites like 36

Youtube and Vimeo offering platforms for videos many full stage productions are now 
showing up on video, not just trailers. 

Charlie Carpenter and Ben Griffith  
Watch this stage production at: 

 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rSlCjGSfC9w&t=2436s 

2015 - “Lego Sherlock Holmes and the Hound of  the Baskervilles’ (‘Sherlock 
Holmes a Pes Baskervillský’) Sherlock Holmes and the Hound of  the Baskervilles is 
my biggest project so far. I worked on it 8 months. I used 30 737 frames and it is the first 
time I used nature backgrounds. I also composed with my dear friend Matthew Spousta 
my own soundtrack. I would like to thank all the actors who voiced in my film, to Tomáš 
Vávra for the script translation and to my parents for the support.”  37

Watch “Lego Sherlock Holmes and the Hound of  the Baskervilles” at:  
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pgVc3Cf9HS8 

Watch “Sherlock Holmes a Pes Baskervillský” at: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pgVc3Cf9HS8 

 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rSlCjGSfC9w&t=2436s 35

 https://www.facebook.com/AvonOldFarms/photos/a.36

424927280235.216801.45386325235/10152763054330236/?type=3&theater 

 https://www.facebook.com/Tuzarsfilm-229356997100797/37

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rSlCjGSfC9w&t=2436s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pgVc3Cf9HS8
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pgVc3Cf9HS8
https://www.facebook.com/AvonOldFarms/photos/a.424927280235.216801.45386325235/10152763054330236/?type=3&theater
https://www.facebook.com/Tuzarsfilm-229356997100797/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rSlCjGSfC9w&t=2436s


 Gopol Menon as Holmes & Louis Laws Clifford as Dr. Waston (English) 
Petr Vacek as Holmes & Jiří Lábus as Dr. Waston (Czech.) 

2015 - “The Hound Of  The Baskervilles” -  “The Jellicoe Theatre at Bournemouth 
& Poole College presents the first ever performance in its new home at North Road and 
the first show of  the newly formed Jellicoe Theatre Productions; ‘The Hound Of  The 
Baskervilles’ A fast paced comedy of  the Baker Street classic. 3 actors. 17 characters. 1 
big mystery.......or is it? Cast: Ollie Blake as Sherlock Holmes, Jon Davis and Josh 
Haberfield.”  With sites like Youtube and Vimeo offering platforms for videos many 38

stage productions are now showing up on video. Many as trailers, but also full productions 
like this college stage production of  ‘The Hound Of  The Baskervilles’. 
 

Ollie Blake 

Watch the full college stage performance at:  
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ihO-kSCQJPQ&index=1&list=RDihO-kSCQJPQ 

 http://www.thecollege.co.uk/event/hound-baskervilles38

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ihO-kSCQJPQ&index=1&list=RDihO-kSCQJPQ
http://www.thecollege.co.uk/event/hound-baskervilles


2015-16 - “The Hound Of  The Baskervilles” - “A British two-act play written by 
Mal Dewhirst and Simon Quinn, and produced by Fired Up Theatre.  Opened at the 
Lichfield Garrick Studio on Oct. 16, 2015; closed on Oct. 17, 2015, after 2 
performances.  Cast and credits: Simon Quinn (Sherlock Holmes), John Westoby (Dr. 
John H. Watson)…  Performed on tour in Suffolk, Staffordshire, Derbyshire, 
Warwickshire, and Lancashire, Aug. 12, 2016, through Dec. 2, 2016.”  39

Simon Quinn 

Watch Fired Up Theatre’s ‘The Train Scene’ from “Hound of  the Baskerville” at: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Sm7CVV-hXzQ 

2016 - “The Hound Of  The Baskervilles” often schools, here the St. Clair High 
School of  Mankato, MN. production, fail to post a cast list along with their video.  

 St. Clair High School 

Watch the St. Clair High School’s “Hound of  the Baskervilles” at: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wlv_noWrSMk 

 Blau, Peter e-mail.39

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Sm7CVV-hXzQ
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wlv_noWrSMk


2016 - “The Hound of  the Baskervilles, a Comic Thriller Starring Sherrie 
Holmes and Jennie Watson”, Western Christian High School’s production, Hull, 
Iowa. 

Western Christian High School 

 Watch Western Christian High School’s  “The Hound of  the Baskervilles,” at:   
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=D79uo97qe6M  

2016 - “The Dawg Of  The Baskervilles”, is animation by Ekaterina Kirillova, for 
advisor Kristina Kolesnikova at the  HSE [Higher Schoold of  Economics] School of  Art 
and Design, Moscow, Russia. The music is Harley Poe's "Vampire's Night Out”. “Harley 
Poe is a Horror Folk/Punk band from Kokomo, Indiana, United States. It was originally 
started as an alias for Joe Whiteford in 2004, after his previous band Calibretto split up. 
The band released their first album, ‘Wretched. Filthy. Ugly.’, together, in 2010 on Chain 
Smoking Records. The main theme of  their music is horror with a majority of  their songs 
dealing with ‘relationships and life’ usually presented as dark comedy.”  40

The Dawg Of  The Baskervilles 

Watch “The Dawg of  the Baskervilles” at:  https://vimeo.com/193292337 

 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Harley_Poe 40
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Gripen Mire Map 

201? - “Sherlock Holmes and the Blondes of  the Baskervilles”,  the Purple 
Turtle Theatre Group of  Honk Kong has not responded to my e-mails, so I can’t tell you 
who the Sherlock Holmes actor is. Being a stage play, not on film that I know of,  I’m still 
including this production, in hope that I learn more about it, and because I love it’s 
unique title.  

Purple Turtle Theatre Group 

Read more at: http://www.purpleturtlehk.com/shows/SherlockHolmes/index.html 

http://www.purpleturtlehk.com/shows/SherlockHolmes/index.html


We have reached the finish of  this essay series on film adaptations of  Sir Arthur Conan  
Doyle’s “The Hound of  the Baskervilles”. The total adaptations displayed in this essay is  
a staggering sixty-nine. But if  there is one thing ‘Footprints on Film’ shows us, it is surely  
not the end of  adaptations of  the Hound, number seventy can’t be far away. 

£10 Hound Banknote41

 http://fourthgarrideb.com/2015/09/fantasy-2015-kingdom-of-great-britain-10-banknote-features-41

sherlock-holmes/ 

http://fourthgarrideb.com/2015/09/fantasy-2015-kingdom-of-great-britain-10-banknote-features-sherlock-holmes/

